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THE RADIO CRACKLES TO LIFE ONE LAST TIME...

 You can still hear them in the darkness, clawing at the locked doors, their ghastly moans 
only inches away from you and your friends. You jam the back of a chair under a door knob, just to 
be safe. But from the other side, the undead press against the wooden surface until it groans, too. 
 These hinges aren’t going to hold forever, you tell yourself, And if these things get in… 
 “Check all the doors again. Double-check!. Make sure they hold. And keep an eye out for 
anything we can use.”
 “Like what?”
 “I dunno! Something. A first aid kit–” 
You grab a pair of broken scissors from the 
rubble and hang it from your belt loop. “Or a 
weapon. Anything. Just keep looking.”
 Just then the radio crackles back to life. 
Everyone freezes.
 “Hey! You still alive in there?” The sig-
nal is strong and clear. They must be getting 
closer.  
 “Hello? Yes! Welcome back! We’re 
hanging on. But just barely. Where are you?”
 “We’re in the air now, headed your way. 
But got some bad news. The rescue station…
it’s —it’s gone. Totally overrun. We barely got 
out of there with our skins—”
 “But you did it! We’re so thankful—”
 “You don’t understand. There’s no res-
cue team. Not anymore. You’re on your own, 
friend. And they loaded us up with crates of 
gear, so there ain’t gonna be room for all 13 of 
you, either.”
 “Well, there’s only six now...” The words 
hang in the air like poison. 
 “Honestly, we’ll be lucky to get off the 
ground with three. They didn’t want me to 
land at all, truth be told.” 
 You’re ready to argue but the sharp 
crack of a splintering door stops you dead. The 
other survivors scream and scramble back-
wards.  
 You yell into the radio, “Land! Hear 
me! Land. We’ll be there.”
 And to your friends, as the doors finally give way and a writhing mass of the living dead 
flood into the room, “Get out, everyone! Just run!”
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1. Decide which mission 
or missions you want to 

play. Add any variations. And 
choose a method for scavang-
ing your survival gear. 

6. Each player takes 
a player piece, a 

flee token, a contagion 
token, 5 matching dice, 
and 6 health tokens.

2. Separate the scavenge, 
search, and supplies 

decks.

5. Deal 5 search cards 
and place one face 

down next to each of the 
exit tiles. Shuffle the re-
maining room tiles and 
place them face down 
where everyone can reach 
them. 

4. Shuffle the 5 exit 
tiles and place 

them face down on the 
opposite side of the 
table, leaving enough 
space for a board 5 tiles 
wide and a total of 7 
tiles long.
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7. Place the remaining 
game components in 

a handy place for the escape 
phase.  

3. Remove the start and 
exit room tiles. Place 

the 5 start tiles face up in a 
row on one side of the ta-
ble, as shown. Place an open 
door marker on each of the 
connecting doors.

DEFINITIONS

Board, table, and playing sur-
face are interchangeable. 

Markers are small and square. 
Tokens are small and round. 
Pieces stand up. And Tiles are 
larger and thick.

8. Each player rolls a 
die to determine the 

First Player. Starting with 
the First Player, each play-
er places their pawn in one 
of the starting rooms. Only 
the 6th player can share a 
room.   

5 © Copyright 2022 by October Factory LLC.
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ALL ABOUT CARDS

JUST RUN has three decks of cards. Players use the Scavenge Deck in the first phase of the game to 
build their survival gear. They use the Search and Supplies Decks in the second phase of the game 
as they try to escape. 

You can find item cards in every deck. Survivors can combine item cards—even those from differ-
ent decks—to create new or more powerful items. 

Event cards are only found in the Search Deck. They describe catastrophes and other events that are 
triggered when a survivor searches a room. 

ITEM CARDS

Item cards can be wielded in three ways. First, players can spend an action to use one of an item’s 
basic functions list in the description.  

Second, players can combine some item cards to create better, stronger, or even brand new gear. 

Third, players can distract zombies by throwing any unbroken item or combined item through any 
opening, in a straight line, up to two rooms away. Discard the item, and place a noise token in the 
target room. Zombies in that room will not move for the rest of that round. 

SIZE

BASH DOORS

BONUS ATTACK DICE

ARMOR

TYPE

NAME

DESCRIPTION

LEFT BORDER COLOR
RIGHT BORDER COLOR

ILLUSTRATION

POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS
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COMBINING CARDS
Who doesn’t want a flaming chainsaw? Combine item cards to transform ordinary junk into zom-
bie survival super gear. Just match one card’s left border color to another card’s right border color. 
The cards’ descriptions will explain further what can be combined, the item’s new abilities, and its 
advantages or disadvantages.

• You can never combine more than two cards. 

• Once items are combined, they cannot be taken apart. This means if you drop, break, 
or trade a combined item, the two cards go together. 

• A black border is neutral and cannot be combined with another black border.

• Combined items only use the inventory space of the largest item. For example, the 
Baseball Bat takes up 2 spaces and the Scissors take up 1 space. Combining them cre-
ates a Spiked Club that only takes up 2 spaces.

• Combined weapons add their attack bonuses. For example, the Mop and the Scissors 
each have a +1 attack bonus. If they are combined into a Spear, this new item now has 
a +2 attack bonus. 

• Some items have single-use abilities—for example, Barbed Wire’s barricade ability. 
When combined, such items lose their single-use ability. 

• Flame Bonus: Combining Whiskey and some melee weapons provides 1 additional 
pip that you can add to any attack or defense die. This effect lasts until the beginning 
of your next turn.

• Barb Bonus: Combining Barbed Wire and some melee weapons provides 1 additional 
pip that you can add to any attack or defense die. This effect is permanent.

Whiskey + Rags creates a Molotov Cocktail. It has a max-
imum range of 1. Lob it into the target room through 
any opening. Then roll a basic 2-die attack. Every crea-
ture in that room must defend against that attack using 
only their standard defense dice—that is, 2 for survivors 
and 1 for zombies. Each failure does 1 point of damage. 

Unlike other ranged weapons, the Molotov cannot be aimed at specific crea-
tures. Everyone in the target room will have to defend, including an attacker 
who throws a Molotov into his own room. Immediately after the attack, place 
a disaster token in the room. The room can no longer be searched. Discard the 
Molotov Cocktail. 

MOLOTOV COCKTAIL
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EVENT CARDS
An event card is triggered as soon as a player draws it. They must immediately calculate its 
effects before the next action. Likewise, a player drawing an optional event card must decide 
whether or not to use it before the next action.  

PLAYING THE GAME

JUST RUN has two distinct phases of gameplay. In the scavenge phase, you use the Scavenge Deck 
to collect raw materials to build your survival gear. In the escape phase, players and zombies take 
turns until someone wins—or everyone loses. 

Everyone starts with a maximum inventory of 5 spaces. Some items—such as 
a Backpack or a Sled—provide additional inventory space. Players can never 
carry more than their maximum inventory. If a player ever discovers they are 
carrying too much, they must immediately discard (not drop) any items that 
put them over their limit. 

PHASE 1: SCAVENGE
There are different ways to collect your zombie survival gear, ranging from beginner to seasoned 
zombie slayer. In the Basic Method, the first player deals 5/6/7/8/10 scavenge cards to the 6/5/4/3/2 

INVENTORY
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players, and discards any leftovers. Players can combine or discard cards, as they decide which of 
these items they will carry into the escape phase. And though they can make verbal agreements 
with other players during this phase, they cannot trade or drop items at this point.  

For an additional challenge, check out the scavenge variations on page XX. Basic Drafting is perfect 
for players who are still learning the game. The Good Luck Method is for players who understand 
the game but are still unfamiliar with all the cards. The Gear Panic Method is for players who want 
to experience a full-on zombie panic attack. 

Once everyone has collected their zombie survival gear, the escape phase begins.

The terms players and survivors are interchangeable. A creature can be a zom-
bie or a survivor. A turn is when either all players or all zombies get to do 
something. An individual turn is when one player completes their 2 actions. A 
round is the player turn plus the zombie turn. 

PHASE 2: ESCAPE
You’ve got your zombie survival gear. Now it’s time to get out of here. In the escape phase, 
each survivor gets a turn. Then the zombies get a turn. Repeat until one or the other wins.

SURVIVOR TURN 

1. SET UP:  The new first player takes the first player token, removes any barricades that 
were crossed in the previous round, and removes or resolves any events—such as 
noise tokens—from the previous round. 

2. ACT:  Beginning with the first player, each player must perform two normal actions. 
The turn then passes to the player on the left. See All About Actions on page XX.

If a survivor takes a normal action in the same room as one or more zombies, they will 
provoke an attack of opportunity for each action from each zombie. Survivors should 
fully complete the action before resolving an attack of opportunity. See All About At-
tacking and Defending on page XX.

After they’ve taken two normal actions and resolved any attacks of opportunity, play-
ers may take any number of free actions: picking up, trading, or combining any num-
ber of items. Free actions never provoke attacks of opportunity. See All About Actions 
on page XX for a complete list of free actions.

DEFINITIONS
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Note that if survivors combine, pick up, or trade a single item as one of their two nor-
mal actions, the rules for attacks of opportunity would apply. 

After every player has taken their turn, the zombie turn begins. 

ZOMBIE TURN

On their turn, each zombie or horde gets one action in which to attack, bash a door, or move one 
room closer to a delicious survivor. After this single action, additional zombies will spawn in spe-
cially marked rooms.  

1. ATTACK:  Any zombie who starts their turn in a room with one or more survivors must 
attack one of those survivors. If more than one zombie or more than one survivor are 
in the room, determine randomly which survivor each zombie attacks.

2. BASH:  If a horde is waiting in front of a locked or blocked door and it hasn’t attacked 
anyone, it will now automatically bash that door open. Place a bashed door marker in 
the doorway. On their next turn, the horde can enter the room. 

3. MOVE:  The first player moves each zombie or horde on the board that hasn’t already 
acted this turn one room closer, through any opening, to the nearest survivor.  

If there are any disputes about zombie movement, the first player gets the final say. Just 
like the rest of the apocalypse, a little chaos is to be expected. 

4. SPAWN:  Once all zombies who can move, have moved, new zombies 
will crawl through destroyed walls and floors. The first player places 
one new zombie in every empty room that has a bloody hand print 
in it. This is the zombie spawn symbol. They should start with the 
rows closest to the exit. If all zombies are in play, then you cannot 
spawn new zombies until some are removed from the board. 

10 © Copyright 2022 by October Factory LLC.          
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When five zombies gather in the same room, they 
become a horde. Replace the 5 individual zombie 
pawns with a single horde pawn. 

A horde will always move as a single creature. It 
is the only kind of zombie that can bash through 
doors. And in a fight, a horde will focus all 5 of its 
attacks on a single survivor. 

A horde will only break up 1) if some of the zombies in the horde are killed, or 
2) if it encounters a room with less than 5 zombies in it. In this case, enough 
zombies from the original horde will move into the room to create a new horde. 

HOW ZOMBIES MOVE 
Zombies have one goal: To eat you. And they will flow like water through the the labyrinth of the 
JUST RUN game board to find the fastest and most direct route to do so. This means zombies will 
completely ignore all walls and uninvestigated doors, which are impenetrable. However, they will 
climb through Barricades—even Fire Barricades—if a survivor is nearby. 

• ONE SURVIVOR VS MANY SURVIVORS: If zombies are the same distance from a room with one 
survivor and a room with multiple survivors, they will always move towards the more 
crowded room. More food is better. 

• EQUAL NUMBER OF SURVIVORS: If those same zombies are the same distance from the same 
numbers of survivors, roll randomly for each zombie to determine which group they 
will chase.

• MULTIPLE PATHS: Sometimes there are lots of rooms and open doors. If zombies could take 
more than one path to reach the same survivors, roll randomly to determine which 
path each zombie will take. 

• BARRIERS: When calculating the direction a zombie will take, remember: Zombies are 
not smart. They will collect outside blocked and locked doors if the survivors on the 
other side are closer than survivors in any other room. When the number of zombies 
banging on a door reaches 5, they become a horde. On their next turn, they will bashed 
open that the door. 

• IN THE SAME ROOM: Zombies will never normally leave a room if a survivor is in it, no mat-
ter how many survivors are nearby. 

• CAPACITY:  No more than 5 zombies—that is, a horde—can ever fit into the same room. 

ZOMBIE HORDES

11 © Copyright 2022 by October Factory LLC.
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ESCAPING AND WINNING

The last row of rooms is the exit row. And in the exit row is the one and only door leading to the 
outside world. Find this room and escape through this door with at least 1 health point left to win 
any mission in JUST RUN. Just remember: There’s only room in the rescue chopper for one-half of 
your party (rounded down). 

THE EXIT ROW
Unfortunately, zombies have beat you to it. The first time a player reveals an exit row room, they 
must determine how many zombies are waiting for them inside. Roll a die, re-rolling 6s, and place 
that many zombie pawns in the room.  

The first time any survivor enters an exit row room, they immediately reveal the search card that’s 
waiting there. The effects of an event card will take place normally. If it is an item card, the survivor 
may pick it up.  

Note that some event cards could make the main exit completely impassible. If that happens, there 
is no escape. Everybody left inside loses. Bleak, I know. 

Finally, the exit rooms will always have zombies in them when flipped over, and they will always 
spawn new zombies—even if all zombies pawns are in play. Simply remove as many as you need 
from the first few rows to populate the exit rooms. 

THE EXIT DOOR
The door to the outside is like any other door in JUST RUN. Survivors can check, bash, block, or 
even barricade the opening. Once a survivor exits the final room, however, all of their actions end. 
They’ve either won. Or lost.  

The exterior walls in the exit row are especially tough, and cannot be bashed 
by any item or event. And players cannot use Crawlspace, Air Duct, or any 
other card to bypass the main exit. Finally, all actions and all cards only work 
inside the building. 

EXTERIOR WALL
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THINGS THAT TAKE ONE ACTION

ATTACKING
See All About Attacking and Defending on page XX. 

BASHING A DOOR
Players can knock through any locked or blocked door with a bash attack. 

Survivors roll a basic 2-die attack. They can add a weapon’s attack dice if the weapon card has the 
door icon on it. The door gets one defense die. If you roll a single die that is higher than the door’s 
die, you win. Draw a room tile and place it on the board. Be sure to align the new room’s doorways 
and walls with any existing doors and walls, including the one you just bashed. Place a bashed 
marker in the doorway. 

• Do not add bonuses for flaming or barbed weapons.

• The door always wins on a tie, even against a flail. 

• Weapons must make a Wear & Tear roll after every bash attack.  

• Survivors can bash a door that has not been investigated. However, they must use a 
weapon with a door icon on it.  

• Barricades cannot be bashed.  

BASHING A WALL
If you have a weapon with the wall bash ability, you can break through any solid wall except the ex-
terior wall in the exit row. Roll a 1 die attack. Do not add any other weapon bonus dice. And ignore 
bonuses for flaming, barbed, or flail weapons. The wall rolls a 1 die defense, and will always wins 
on a tie.  If successful, the player draws and plays a new room tile, placing a bashed marker on the 
target wall.  In either case the weapon must make a Wear & Tear roll. 

An opening is an unlocked door, or a bashed or barricaded doorway or wall. 
Adjacent rooms are those immediately above, below, to the left, or to the right. 

DEFINITIONS

13 © Copyright 2022 by October Factory LLC.
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CHECKING A DOOR
Players must roll the door die to reveal whether a door is locked, blocked, or open. See All About 
Doors on page XX.

COMBINING ITEMS
A survivor can combine two items as one of their normal actions. 

DOING NOTHING
Just standing around is still considered an action. If a zombie is in the room with you, it will get an  
an attack of opportunity every time you do nothing. Note that survivors cannot delay or hold an 
action for later in the turn.

MOVING INTO ANOTHER ROOM
Any creature can move from one room into another through any opening.

PICKING UP ITEMS
A survivor can spend an action to pick up one dropped item in their current room.   

SEARCHING A ROOM
Survivors can search through the rubble of any room in two ways. First, they can look through the 
Supplies Deck and take any one card. Players cannot preview supplies before taking this action, and 
will expend an action as soon as they pick up the deck. 

Or players can draw the top card from the Search Deck. If they draw an event card, they must im-
mediately do what the card says, then discard it. If the card is an item card, they can put it in their 
inventory if there’s room. Or they can drop it.

THROWING AN ITEM
Survivors can distract zombies by throwing any item, in a straight line, up to 
two rooms away, through any openings. The item can be normal, broken, or 

14 © Copyright 2022 by October Factory LLC.          
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combined. But once thrown, it will disappear into the rubble. Discard that item, and place a noise 
token in the room. No zombie in that room will move on their next turn. 

TRADING ITEMS
A survivor can spend an action giving, taking, or trading a single item to another survivor in the 
same room. The other survivor does not use one of their actions doing this.  

USING AN ITEM
Unless stated otherwise in the item description, using any of an item’s abilities requires an action. 
Remember to roll Wear & Tear if the item requires it. Finally, you can only use one item per action.

Once a player uses any item as armor, it cannot be anything other than armor. 
And it cannot be combine with another item. For example, if you use Card-
board to gain 1 additional life point, you cannot later combine it with Duct 
Tape to make it stronger. 

If armor loses all of its life points, it is broken, and none of it’s abilities can be 
used until it is repaired. Repairing damaged armor restores all of its original 
life points, as well as any other capabilies it had. 

 

THINGS THAT TAKE TWO ACTIONS

BARRICADING A DOOR
Players can barricade any opening by spending both of their actions collecting and piling up rubble 
in the room. See All About Doors and Walls on pp XX. 

FLEEING
Once per game, a survivor can flee from any number of zombies by using both of their actions and 

USING ARMOR
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their flee token to move through an opening into another room. Zombies do not get an attack of 
opportunity against fleeing survivors.

THINGS THAT TAKE NO ACTIONS

TRADING, COMBINING, OR PICKING UP ITEMS
In any given turn, survivors can perform any or all of these three activities as many times as they 
wish after their two normal actions.

DEFENDING
This includes defending against an attack from any creature or the effects of any event. 

DROPPING ITEMS
If a survivor drops an item in any room, they remove that card from their inventory and set it aside. 
Place matching dropped item markers on the card and in the room. If the item is ever picked up, 
remove the markers. 

If a player drops a broken item or throws an item into another room to distract a zombie, discard 
that item. Its pieces have been lost in the rubble and can never be retrieved. 

ACTIVATING AN ITEM
This includes igniting any flamed weapon or item, switching on an item, putting on armor, or oth-
erwise preparing an item for use.  

SWAPPING ITEMS
This includes switching weapons or items and removing armor. 

16 © Copyright 2022 by October Factory LLC.          
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ALL ABOUT FIGHTING  

• To prepare for a fight, both sides choose weapons, ready any applicable items, and ig-
nite any flamed weapons. None of these activities require an action.

• Whether attacking or defending, survivors always start with their 2 basic attack dice. 
They can also use one weapon, adding that weapon’s attack bonus dice to their total. 

• Zombies always have 1 die each, and hordes always have 5. Neither can use weapons 
of any kind.

• Fighting players throw all dice—including those for any zombies and the Wear & Tear 
die—at the same time. To see who wins, compaire the highest attacker die with the 
highest defender die. Then compare the second highest rolls, and so forth. If an item 
provides any bonuses, add those now. 

• The higher die roll in each pair wins. 

• Zombies always win in a tie. Likewise, a player defending against an attack from anoth-
er player will win in a tie. Exceptions are—

• An attacker using a flail weapon will always win on a tie. 

• If both parties in the fight are using flails, then the defender wins on a tie. 

• Unopposed dice automatically win. 

• Each winnng die does 1 life point of damage to the other creature. 

Attacking or defending against an attack from any creature is called fighting. A 
hand-to-hand attack is called a melee attack (MA). An attack using a projectile 
is a ranged attack (RA). An attack using a long weapon is special kind of melee 
attack called a flail attack (FA). 

MELEE FIGHT
During a melee fight, attackers and defenders must be in the same room. Survivors can attack and 
defend with any type of weapon. Attackers do not have to target every creature in a room. And of 
course all weapons used in a fight must roll for Wear & Tear every time they are used. 

DEFINITIONS
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Chris wants to use a Hammer to attack the four zombies in the room with her. 
That’s 3 attack dice—2 base attack dice plus 1 more for the Hammer. In addi-
tion, she had previously combined her Hammer with an Extension Cord, mak-
ing it a flail. 

She rolls her three dice,  four dice for the zombies, and the Wear & Tear die. 
And then she matches the dice, from highest to lowest. 

Chris wins on the 6, because flails always win in a tie. She also wins with the 5. 
She loses on her 2. And she loses on the last zombie’s 1, which she was unable 
to oppose. She takes two points of damage. Two zombies are dead, because 
they only have one life point each. And two are ready for more!

RANGED FIGHT
During a ranged attack, you use a ranged weapon to target creatures in the same room or in another 
room. Targets cannot be in a room further away than the weapon’s maximum range. The rooms 
between the fighters must be in a straight line. And the rooms must have openings through which 
the attacker can shoot.  

If you want to target multiple creatures in a ranged attack, they must be in the same room as each 
other. For example, you cannot shoot the zombie in the room with you and then shoot the two 
zombies in an adjacent room in the same action. However, attackers do not have to target every 
creature in a room.  

DEFENDING AGAINST A RANGED ATTACK
If you are in the same room as the survivor using a ranged attack, you can defend against that attack 
normally. That is, winning and unopposed defense dice will do damage to the attacker.  

However, you cannot use weapons to defend against ranged attacks coming from another room.  
Your only defense is your 2 basic dice. Additionally, winning defense dice will not inflict retaliation 

EXAMPLE: A BASIC ATTACK
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damage on the attacker. 

Finally, Molotov Cocktails can never be used as part of a survivor’s defense.  
 

Chris decides she needs to take out Tracy, who’s in an adjacent room with two 
zombies. She decides to ignore the zombies and focus all of her attack on Tra-
cy. This time, she uses her Handgun, which gives her a total of three attack 
dice. Tracy can only defend using basic attack dice, because he’s not in the 
same room as the person attacking him. They roll together.

Chris loses on the 5, but wins on the 4, and automatically wins on the 2, since 
it’s unopposed. She does two points of damage to Tracy, but takes no dam-
age herself. That’s because survivors in other rooms cannot retaliate against a 
ranged attack. Finally, Tracy does not provoke an attack of opportunity from 
the zombies in the room with him, because defending is a free action.

ATTACKS OF OPPORTUNITY
Whenever a survivor takes any normal, non-attack action in the same room as a zombie, the zom-
bie gets a free swipe at them. This is called an attack of opportunity. 
 

• Survivors always complete the provoking action before resolving the attack of oppor-
tunity. 

• If there are multiple survivors in the room, every zombie will attack every survivor 
who performs an action on their turn. Remember: This includes doing nothing.

• Survivors can defend as in any other fight; however, winning or unopposed defense 
dice do no damage to the zombies. Zombies, however, will cause damage when they 
attack.

• Only zombies perform an attacks of opportunity.

EXAMPLE: A RANGED ATTACK
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• Some items and events will temporarily stop attacks of opportunity. 

Chris attacks Alex, even though there are two zombies in the room with them. 
Chris and Alex roll their dice as in any other attack. However, the fighting 
provokes an attack of opportunity from the zombies. The order of play is—

1. Resolve the fight, because the provoking action is always completed be-
fore the attack of opportunity. 

2. Resolve the attack of opportunity

So while Chris must defend against the two zombies, Alex does not. Defend-
ing against Chris’s attack is a free action. She did not provoke an attack of 
opportunity. Perhaps it’s Alex’s lucky day. 

TAKING DAMAGE
Survivors start the game with 6 basic health points. This number can go up and down throughout 
the game as the survivor takes damage or is healed. However, life points can never go above the 
absolute maximum of 6. And if the number drops to 0, the character dies. 

CONTAGION
Zombies are nasty. When a zombie takes a bite out of a survivor’s basic health 
points, that person is now infected with the zombie virus. Flip over the conta-
gion token. For the rest of the game, that survivor must roll the Contagion Die 
at the start of their turn. If they fail, they take another point of damage. Using 
an Antiviral card will cure the infection and restore all life points back to 6. 

ARMOR
A survivor can wear armor to increase the amount of damage they can sustain. There is no upper 
limit to the amount of armor life points a survivor can have. 

When a survivor takes damage (other than from a failed Contagion roll), they can choose whether 
to remove health points from armor or their body. If a piece of armor is reduced to 0, it is broken 
and useless. The survivor cannot use any of its abilities until it is repaired. See Armor on page XX.

DEATH
When a survivor reaches 0 life tokens, they immediately die. The player tips over their game piece, 

EXAMPLE: ATTACK OF OPPORTUNITY
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discards any broken gear, and drops any intact gear. In the next zombie spawn, they reanimate and 
join the ranks of the living dead. 

A dead survivor will still take their turn as First Player. However, they do not control their zombie 
after they die. 

Note that this is one of the rare times a room may temporarily hold more than 5 zombies.

    ALL ABOUT DOORS AND WALLS

There are two kinds of barriers in the JUST RUN map: Door and walls. Zombies cannot bash 
through and will ignore all walls and unchecked doors as they look for survivors. Survivors, on the 
other hand, can bash through any barrier, given the right tools. See Things That Take One Action 
on page XX. 

CHECKING DOORS
The most common obstacles in JUST RUN—besides the living dead—are doors. When encounter-
ing a new door, players can investigate the door’s status by rolling the Door Die. 

UNLOCKED
An unlocked door is also an open door. Zombies, survivors, and even ranged weapons can pass 
freely through it. When the Door Die reveals an unlocked door, the survivor draws and places a 
new room tile on the other side. And then places an unlocked door marker on the doorway. Un-
locked doors can be locked, blocked or barricaded by survivors, items, and events. 

LOCKED
A locked door has been sealed by a survivor or by chance. When the Door Die reveals a locked 
door, the survivor places a locked door marker on the doorway. The only way through a locked 
door is by using an item to unlock it, or by bashing it open with a normal bash attack. 

BLOCKED
A blocked door is a permanently malfunctioning, obstructed, or otherwise impassable opening. 
When the Door Die reveals a blocked door, the survivor places a blocked door marker on the door-
way. The only way through a blocked door is to bash it open. Note that a blocked doors cannot be 
bashed open if the room on the other side is impassable. 
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BASHED
Any door can be bashed open—including uninvestigated doors—by survivors, zombies, or certain 
events. To indicate this, place a bashed door marker on the doorway. Once bashed, that door may 
be barricaded, but it can never be blocked or locked. 

BARRICADES
A barricade is a temporary obstruction built by a suvivor across any unlocked door or bashed 
opening. The player places a barricade marker on the opening. Any creature attempting to cross 
this opening must now spend 2 actions to do so, taking any appropriate damage along the way.   

The barricade will remain in place until any creature(s) crosses it. At that point, it will collapse at 
the beginning of the next round. 

FIRE BARRICADE: Survivors can make a Fire Barricade by combining Whiskey 
with a normal barricade. Place a fire barricade marker in the opening, and 
discard the Whiskey. Any creature crossing the flames must take 2 actions and 
will lose 1 life point. Zombies do not recognize the dangers of a fire barricade 
and will cross it to reach nearby survivors. Fire Barricades function like and 
last as long as normal barricades. Remove the fire barricade marker once it is 
expended.

Note that a player can build a Fire Barricade in one turn: Create the barricade 
(2 actions), combine it with Whiskey (a free action at the 
end of the their turn), and ignite it (a free action). 

BARBED BARRICADE: Building a Barbed Barricade only takes 1 
action to construct. Other than that, treat it exactly like a 
Fire Barricade. 

Because barricades reduce movement rates, zombies will—and survivors can—get “stuck” while 
crossing a barricade. When this happens, place their game piece on the barricade marker while 
they wait for their next turn. Creatures in this position—

• Can be attacked from either room, but only by ranged weapons. 

• Block the opening and prevent any other creature from passing. 

DAMAGE BARRICADES
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• Will still take appropriate damage, but only after they enter the next room on their next 
turn. 

Note that a barricade in this situation will last for an entire game round. 

TAKING DAMAGE:  Amy uses both of her actions to cross a fire barricade. She loses 
1 life point after she enters the next room. And that’s when she removes the 
fire barricade marker from the opening, too. 

STUCK SURVIVOR:  Millie tries to cross a barricade but only has one action left. She 
is now “stuck” in the opening. The zombies that were chasing her cannot reach 
her. But Tracy, who has been itching to use her Handgun, decides to make a 
ranged weapon attack from another room. It’s not Millie’s day.

STUCK STRATEGY:  Chris and his friends are running from a horde of zombie. 
He has two actions, but devilishly decides to only use one of them crossing 
a barricade. Because only one creature at a time can enter a barricade, Chris 
has effectively trapped his fellow survivors behind him—with the oncoming 
horde. Note that doing nothing when stuck in an opening does not provoke an 
attack of opportunity. Why? Because Chris is not actually in the room.  

STUCK HORDE:  A horde of zombies wants to cross a barricade. Because hordes 
behave as a single creature, place the horde game piece in the opening. They’re 
all coming to get you, Barbra. 

ALL ABOUT ROOMS

When a survivor opens a door or bashes a new opening, they have revealed what’s on the other side. 
They must draw a new room tile and place it on the other side of the opening. Align the doors and 
walls of the new tile with the doors and walls of the tiles already on the board. If the new tile cannot 
fit, the player discards it and draws a new one. They should continue drawing tiles until they find 
one that does fit.

In the unlikely event that a player runs out of room tiles, reshuffle the discarded tiles and begin 
again. If they try every room tile and still cannot find one that fits, they must take the last room tile 
they drew and place it face down where the new room should be. That room is now permanently 

EXAMPLES: BARRICADES
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inaccessible from any direction. They then reshuffle the discarded room tiles and place them face 
down on the table. The action ends. 

OVERCROWDING
A single room tile can hold no more than 5 zombies and 5 survivors. On rare occasions, an event 
will temporarily force more creatures than this number into a room. When this happens, play 
continues as normal. However, creatures must move out of the room on the next available action if 
they can. 

Tony draws an event card that forces him into a dead end room with 5 other 
survivors. All 6 can take whatever actions they wish on their turn. However, as 
soon as an opening is made, the player with the next action must move out of 
this overcrowded room. 

If there are more than 5 zombies in this room with any survivors, they will 
continue to attack normally until an opening appears. At that point, “extra” 
zombies will forgoe an attack and only move this turn. 

WEAR & TEAR, BROKEN ITEMS, REPAIRS

Nothing lasts forever. Your gear can always break, run out of gas, lose its charge, or otherwise be-
come useless. Players must roll for Wear & Tear every time they actively use an item. Roll once for 
combined items. And items that you use once or that are used passively—such 
as armor or inventory cards—do not require a Wear & Tear roll.  

A failed roll means the item has become unusable. The player should rotate the 
card 90° to indicate that it can’t be used but is still taking up inventory space. 

Note that broken items cannot be picked up, traded, thrown, or combined with 
any other item. Survivors can discard broken items at any time as a free action. But if it is dropped, 
that item is lost forever. 

Survivors can use a Repair Kit or other item to fix most broken gear. Repairing an item will restore 
that gear to full functionality. 

EXAMPLE: OVERCROWDING
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 VARIATIONS: ESCAPE PHASE

COOPERATIVE
There are seats on the rescue chopper for anyone who makes it out with at least 1 health points left.

ALL FOR ONE
There are seats on the rescue chopper for everyone, but only if everyone makes it out alive.

COMPETITIVE
There are only enough seats on the rescue chopper for one-half of the starting players, rounded 
down. This is the basic variation. 

LONG PLAY
Add three addtional spaces to the board with you set up, for a total of 10. All other rules apply. 

FAST ZOMBIES
• Each fast zombie gets 2 actions, rather than their normal 1. This means a single zombie 

can move and/or attack in any order. 

• Hordes can bash through doors and move through only if every zombie in the horde 
hasn’t already taken an action. If even one zombie in a horde has exhausted its actions, 
the horde cannot take another action. 

• After all zombies on the board have had a turn, new zombies will spawn normally.  
Newly spawned zombies do not get to take a second action.

SAFER
Shuffle the 6 Antidote cards into the Search Deck. Treat these Antidotes just like those in the Find 
the Cure scenario. 
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SOLO
In the solo variation, all the normal rules apply, except–

• You get 3 actions, rather than the normal 2. 

• You get 10 scavenge cards to start. 

If you don’t like your initial draft of cards, you can take a mulligan and draw again. But you can 
only do this once.

VARIATIONS: SCAVENGE PHASE

BASIC DRAFTING
In Basic Drafting, survivors distribute gear in an orderly and civilized manner. The first player deals 
5/6/7/8/10 scavenge cards to the 6/5/4/3/2 players, and discards any leftovers.  

When everyone is ready, all players simultaneously choose the first item they want from their hand, 
and place that card face up in front of them. They then pass the hand to the player on their left. 
Each player then picks their second item. Continue in this manner until all of the cards have been 
chosen. Finally, players combine or discard cards until their gear fits into their inventory, add addi-
tional life tokens to armor, and gather any other tokens or markers required for certain items.

GOOD LUCK
In this method, you start the game with no equipment. During set up, retire the Supplies Deck. 
Shuffle and place the Search and Scavenge Decks in the center of the table. During the escape phase, 
a survivor can use an action to draw the first card from either deck—and then act accordingly. All 
of the normal equipment and card rules still apply.  

GEAR PANIC
In the Frenzied Method, survivors are scrambling in the dark, fighting over the handful of useful 
items scattered on the floor. 

The first player sets a timer for 5 minutes. They then place the Scavenge Deck and the timer where 
everyone can see them. Each player takes two of their player dice and places them in within easy 
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reach. 

When everyone is ready, the first player starts the timer and reveals the first card in the deck. Play-
ers must quickly decide if this is an item they want by calling out Yes or No. 

• If no one wants the item, the card goes into the discard pile. The first player immedi-
ately reveals the next card.

• If only one player wants the item, that player takes the card and adds it to their inven-
tory. The first player immediately reveals the next card.

• If more than one player wants the item, those survivors must “fight” for it. They each 
roll one (or both) of their dice. The winner is the player with the highest individual die. 
They add the card to their inventory and they remove the winning die for the rest of the 
scavenge phase. The first player immediately draws the next scavenge card.

• If the higher die rolls are tied, no one wins the card, and no one loses any dice. Howev-
er, fighting over the item has damaged it. Discard the item. The first player immediately 
draws the next scavenge card. 

For the ultimate zombie apocalypse challenge, combine any (or all) of JUST 
RUN’s missions or variations into a single game session. fit, the player discards 
it and draws a new one. They should continue drawing tiles until they find one 
that does fit.

BASIC: Chris rolls a 2 and a 5. Alex rolls a 2 and a 3. Kelly rolls a 2 and a 6. We 
compare the highest die roll of each—and Kelly wins with a 6! She loses that 
die. And because the ties are not the highest numbers, they are ignored.

EXPERT LEVEL APOCALYPSE

EXAMPLE: GEAR PANIC
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UNEQUAL: Ryan and Dale are competing for a card. Ryan has one die left and 
Dale has none. Dale automatically loses this competition. Ryan gets the card, 
but loses his one “winning” die because of it. 

TIE: Jean, Pat, and Ash are all competing for the same card by rolling a single 
die each. Jean gets a 1 and is out. But Pat and Ash each roll a 6. That’s a tie. The 
item is discarded and no one loses a die. 

NO DICE: Sean and Drew want to compete for a card, but neither has any dice to 
roll. If neither gives up, this is a tie. That item is discarded. 

ANOTHER TIE: Max rolls one die and gets a 6. Charlie rolls two and gets a 2 and a 
6. The highest roll is a tie, so the card is discarded and no dice are lost. 

The first player continues to reveal new cards until the timer runs out, or until there are no cards 
left in the Scavenge Deck. Discard any remaining cards. 

At this point, players can combine or discard until their items fit in their inventory. They may also 
place additional life tokens on any armor, and take any other markers or tokens required by certain 
cards. 

Note that while players may verbally bargain and make deals during the scavenge phase, they can-
not physically trade items until the escape phase begins. 
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 SCENARIOS

GET OUT
“We’re in the air and headed your way. There’s this, uh, situation, though...there’s only room for half 
of you in this here bird. That’s not a problem, is it? Oooooh, I see. Then I guess you better move your 
butt—and watch your back...”

OBJECTIVE
Escape with at least 1 health point before the chopper fills up.

RECOMMENDED VARIATIONS
Cooperative  •  Long Play  •  Fast Zombies  •  Safer  •  All for One   •  Solo

MEMENTO MORI
“Look, if you want a rescue, you gotta help us out. Got a list of some missing VIPs. Haven’t heard a 
peep from any of these bastards in weeks. So search for any clues about what happened to them. Then 
we’ll land. Easy peasy.”

OBJECTIVE
Escape with at least 1 health point and at least 1 memento card, before the chopper fills up.

SPECIAL RULES
Memento cards are found in the search deck, and should be treated like any other item. 

RECOMMENDED VARIATIONS
Cooperative  •  Long Play  •  Safer  •  All for One  •  Fast Zombies
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FIND THE CURE
“There may be a cure for this plague in one of the labs! Find that lab and collect a sample. But be care-
ful. The antidote is extremely fragile. No sense risking your life for some broken glass and a puddle of 
goo, right?”

OBJECTIVE
Escape with at least 1 health point before the chopper fills up,  and with at least one survivor carry-
ing an intact Antidote.  

SPECIAL RULES
• Remove the 6 Antidote cards from the search deck and set aside, along with the 12 

antidote markers.

• When a Lab room tile is placed on the board, put 6 Antidote markers on it. When 
a player takes an antidote, discard one token and give the player one of the Antidote 
cards. 

• Treat the Antidote like any other item. It can be picked up, traded, or thrown. It will 
take up 1 inventory space. And any player can use an Antidote during an action. 

• A player can only carry 1 Antidote at a time. 

• Unlike other items, any time a player holding an Antidote could take damage of any 
kind, they must roll Wear & Tear for the Antidote. A failure indicates that the vial has 
broken and the Antidote is destroyed. 

• Likewise, if the Lab takes damage from an event card or from a Molotov Cocktail, you 
must roll Wear & Tear for every remaining Antidote in that Lab. 

RECOMMENDED VARIATIONS
Cooperative  •  Long Play  •  Fast Zombies  •  All for One  •  Solo
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EXTERMINATE
“This zombie situation is getting out of hand—which means we’re all in the monster killling business, 
now. You want a ride to the rescue station? Then do your job, collect the evidence, and get to the pick 
up point in time.”

OBJECTIVE
Escape with at least 1 health point and 5 zombie tokens, before the chopper fills up.

SPECIAL RULES
• Set aside the zombie markers. 

• When a player kills a zombie by any means, take 1 zombie marker.

• Dead zombies take up no inventory space. They cannot be traded, dropped, or thrown. 
And a player cannot carry more than 5. 

RECOMMENDED VARIATIONS
Cooperative  •  Long Play  •  Fast Zombies  •  Safer  •  All for One  •  Solo

RECONNAISSANCE
“Yeah, we can drop in for a quick rescue. But do us a favor first? We need a detailed map of the entire 
floor. Yeah, I guess it’s a big job. But you scratch our backs, and we’ll bring yours to soft bed and a 
warm bath. Deal?”

OBJECTIVE
Reveal every room in the 5 x 7 grid, and escape with at least 1 health point, before the chopper fills 
up.

SPECIAL RULES
• Players only have to reveal the rooms. They do not have to enter them. 

• Players can reveal rooms outside the standard 5 columns, but they do not have to. 

• If you run out of room tiles that fit before you fill in all the rooms, everyone loses. 

RECOMMENDED VARIATIONS
Cooperative  •  Long Play  •  Safer  •  All for One
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SAVE ME
“We’ve got some good news and some bad news. Someone else is alive in there. That’s the good. The 
bad news is we can’t pick you up unless you find ‘em and bring ’em out in one piece. Remember, if 
they ain’t breathing, neither are you...”

OBJECTIVE
Escape with at least 1 health point and the living rescuee, before the chopper fills up.

SPECIAL RULES
• Set aside the rescuee’s pawn, contagion token, flee token, and 6 health tokens. 

• You will find the rescuee in the first dead end room you place on the board. 

• The rescuee is injured and starts with only 3 health points. However, they can be healed 
back to 6. 

• Treat the rescuee as any other player. They get 2 actions, and they have a base inventory 
of 5. 

• The First Player controls the rescuee for that round, taking their turn immediately after 
the First Player’s turn. 

• Finally, the rescuee must exit to the chopper before any of the other players, or every-
one loses. 

RECOMMENDED VARIATIONS
Cooperative  •  Long Play  •  Safer  •  All for One
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EVENT CARDITEM CARD

PLAYER
PAWN

HEALTH
TOKEN

FLEE
TOKEN

CONTAGION
TOKEN

AIR DUCT
TOKEN

DROPPED 
ITEM TOKEN

CRAWLSPACE
TOKEN

NOISE
TOKEN

DISASTER
TOKEN

COMPONENTS
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OPEN
DOOR

LOCKED
DOOR

BARRICADE
MARKER

BLOCKED
DOOR

BASHED
MARKER

DAMAGE
BARRICADE

ZOMBIE
HORDE

ZOMBIE

ZOMBIE
TOKEN

ANTIDOTE
TOKEN

DYNAMITE
TOKEN

ALARM
CLOCK

BOWLING
BALL
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You and your fellow survivors are trapped in an abandoned 
building in the middle of the zombie apocalypse. Quickly search 
through the rubble for anything that might help you survive, then 
find the building’s one and only exit. 

Your passage will be choked with locked doors, dead ends, and 
sudden catastrophes. Zombies are coming from every direc-
tion. And your friends? Well, loyalties can change with a die 
roll. Worse, there aren’t enough seats on the rescue chopper for 
everyone. 

The winner is anyone who completes the mission and gets to a 
seat on the chopper with at least one life token. Losers become 
lunch. 

Ask yourself: What will you do to survive?

JUST RUN is a boardgame of horror survival with 5 missions 
and 5 variations. For 2-6 players, ages 14+, playable in 90-120 
minutes. 

Designed, written, and illustrated by Warren Shaver. An Octo-
ber Factory production.

Subscribe for updates at JustRunTheGame.com

THE ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE IS NO PICNIC
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